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About Code Blue
Located in Holland, Michigan, the 
industry pioneering manufacturer 
of emergency communication 
solutions provides assistance to 
people by handcrafting products 
that are reliable and accessible. 

Why We’re Unique
From our iconic blue light phone 
pedestals to our latest cloud-
based solutions, we help people 
feel safe by offering durable 
and visible security solutions 
that provide help at the touch 
of a button, while assisting first 
responders before, during and 
after an incident with a complete 
end-to-end system that utilizes 
alerting, managing, archiving and 
responding technology. 

Why Code Blue?

Industry Experience
Our team of knowledgeable experts are prepared and 
available to answer your questions (pre and post sales). 
We focus heavily on design and consultation expertise, 
identifying the most effective products and services 
for your location and providing recommendations 
for solutions deployed in campuses with like 
communication needs.    

What makes us the ideal choice?

Partnership
From sales partnerships to sophisticated integrations 
between Code Blue products and other industry 
leading solutions, our “open source” mentality allows 
us to work with others to provide the best possible 
solution for our end-user customers.      

Design the Right Solution
Your location is unique, and your requirements are 
varied. We can work with you to tailor our products 
and services to fit your needs. Whether it’s a network 
or power connection, or the aesthetics of an end 
point, we are happy to work with you to find the right 
solution.  

Your Brand
Our durable, vandal-resistant, highly visible products 
also act as a crime deterrent, making an area less 
attractive to criminals and helping to keep people safe 
beyond the “feeling” of safety. Communication and 
reporting applications can provide you with incident 
reports from before an event occurs to a post-event 
review process.  
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Freestanding or  
Surface mounted

Their presence not only 
deters crime-related 
events, but also offers 
a convenient source 
of emergency and/or 
concierge assistance to 
patrons.

With analog and VoIP 
technology, it can match 
any network needs. 
Reliable communication for 
operational activities and 
emergencies.

Emergency Phones

Products & Services

SCAN
to view our  
product catalog 

As we are utilizing more 
powerful and sophisticated 
technology, we have developed 
our technical support team 
capabilities to support our 
established Integrator Partners, 
as well as helping start-up 
entrepreneurs in designing, 
creating, and integrating 
solutions that can be 
configured to provide access 
to private and public sources 
of immediate help, information, 
and intelligent response.

We are working on bringing 
more services of value to and 
from our units; for the property 
owner/operator and their staff, 
for the public on the property, 
and those needing to quickly 
navigate the property and its 
building in an efficient manner.

Innovating for the FutureHelp Point Enclosures

Blue Alert Software

Our connection and 
monitoring capabilities 
have evolved. Elevate 
your state of awareness 
with Blue Alert Connect, 
Monitor and Motion. 

Motion

Connect &Monitor

Motion

Motio
n

System Management Software

Run calls, video, data and more on a secure 
VPN. And connect multiple devices to your 
cloud.

Nebula Cloud

Energy Efficient

Most recently Code Blue 
has expanded its products 
and services to provide 
telephony expertise and cloud 
connectivity that provides 
power and communications 
anywhere under the sun 
through its wireless, “no 
trenching required” solar units. 

https://qrco.de/bd6W4U

